
Induced Potential & the Generator Effect 
A potential difference or voltage is needed to make an electric cur-
rent flow in a circuit. A potential difference can be induced 
(created) in a conductor when there is movement between the con-
ductor and a magnetic field. This can occur in two different ways: 
 a coil of wire is moved in a magnetic field 
 a magnet is moved into a coil of wire 
 
This is called electromagnetic induction and is often referred to as 
the generator effect. 
 
The induced voltage produces an induced current if the conductor is 
connected in a complete circuit. As with all currents, the induced 
current creates a magnetic field around itself. 
 
Factors affecting the induced potential—The direction of the in-
duced potential difference or induced current depends on the direc-
tion of movement.  
 
The current is reversed when: 
 the magnet is moved out of the coil 
 the other pole of the magnet is moved into the coil 

 
An induced potential difference or induced current will increase if: 
 the speed of movement is increased 
 the magnetic field strength is increased 
 the number of turns on the coil is increased 

AC Generator 
An alternating current (ac) generator is a device that pro-
duces a potential difference. A simple ac generator con-
sists of a coil of wire rotating in a magnetic field. This is 
used in power stations in the large-scale generation of 
electricity to supply homes and factories. 
 
Cars use a type of ac generator, called an alternator to 
keep the battery charged and to run the electrical system 
while the engine is working. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As one side of the coil moves up through the magnetic 
field, a potential difference is induced in one direction. 
As the rotation continues and that side of the coil moves 
down, the induced potential difference reverses direction. 
This means that the alternator produces a current that is 
constantly changing. This is alternating current or ac.  
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As one side of the coil moves up through the magnetic 
field, a potential difference is induced in one direction. 
As the rotation continues and that side of the coil moves 
down, the induced potential difference reverses direction. 
This means that the alternator produces a current that is 
constantly changing. This is alternating current or ac.  

Alternator Output on a Graph 
The output of an alternator can be represented on a voltage–time 
graph. 
 
The graph shows an alternating sine curve. The maximum potential 
difference or current can be increased by: 
 increasing the rate of rotation 
 increasing the strength of the magnetic field 
 increasing the number of turns on the coil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A – The coil is at 0°. The coil is moving parallel to the direction of the 
magnetic field, so no potential difference is induced. 
B – The coil is at 90°. The coil is moving at 90° to the direction of the 
magnetic field, so the induced potential difference is at its maximum. 
C – The coil is at 180°. The coil is moving parallel to the direction of 
the magnetic field, so no potential difference is induced. 
D – The coil is at 270°. The coil is moving at 90° to the direction of 
the magnetic field, so the induced potential difference is at its maxi-
mum. Here, the induced potential difference travels in 
the opposite direction to what it did at B. 
A – The coil is at 360°, i.e. it is back at its starting point, having done 
a full rotation. The coil is moving parallel to the direction of the mag-
netic field, so no potential difference is induced. 



DC Generator (Dynamo) 
A direct current (dc) generator is another device that pro-
duces a potential difference. A simple dc generator con-
sists of a coil of wire rotating in a magnetic field. However, 
it uses a split ring commutator rather than the two slip 
rings found in alternating current (ac) generators. Some 
bike lights use a type of dc generator called a dynamo to 
run the lamps while the wheels are turning.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In a dynamo, a split ring commutator changes the coil con-
nections every half turn. As the induced potential differ-
ence is about to change direction, the connections are re-
versed. This means that the current to the external circuit 
always flows in the same direction.  

Dynamo Output on a Graph 
The output of a dynamo can be shown on a voltage–time graph. The 
graph shows a sine curve that stays in the same direction all the time. 
The maximum potential difference or current can be increased by: 
 increasing the rate of rotation 
 increasing the strength of the magnetic field 
 increasing the number of turns on the coil 

A – The coil is at 0°. The coil is moving parallel to the direction of the 
magnetic field, so no potential difference is induced. 
B – The coil is at 90°. The coil is moving at 90° to the direction of the 
magnetic field, so the induced potential difference is at its maximum. 
C – The coil is at 180°. The coil is moving parallel to the direction of 
the magnetic field, so no potential difference is induced. 
D – The coil is at 270°. The coil is moving at 90° to the direction of 
the magnetic field, so the induced potential difference is at its maxi-
mum. Here, the induced potential difference travels in 
the same direction as at B. 
A – The coil is at 360°, i.e. it is back at its starting point, having done 
a full rotation. The coil is moving parallel to the direction of the mag-
netic field, so no potential difference is induced. 



Loudspeakers & Headphones 
Headphones, which contain small loudspeakers, use the reverse 
effect to microphones - the motor effect. 
In these devices, variations in an electric current cause varia-
tions in the magnetic field produced by an electromagnet. 
This causes a cone to move, which creates pressure variations 
in the air and forms sound waves 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Alternating current supplied to 
the loudspeaker creates sound 
waves in the following way: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. A current in the coil creates a magnetic field 
2. The magnetic field interacts with the permanent magnet 

generating a force, which pushes the cone outwards 
3. The current is made to flow in the opposite direction 
4. The direction of the magnetic field reverses 
5. The force on the cone now pulls it back in 
6. repeatedly alternating the current direction makes the 

cone vibrate in and out 
7. The cone vibrations cause pressure variations in the air - 

which are sound waves 
To make a loudspeaker cone vibrate correctly, the elastic   
current must vary in the same way as the desired sound. 

Uses of Electromagnetic Induction 
 

Microphones—The microphone is a device that converts sound waves 
into electrical signals. Microphones use the generator effect to in-
duce a changing current from the pressure variations of sound waves. 

In a moving-coil microphone: 
1. Pressure variations in sound waves cause the flexible diaphragm 

to vibrate 
2. The vibrations of the diaphragm cause vibrations in the coil 
3. The coil moves relative to a permanent magnet, so a potential 

difference is induced in the coil 
4. The coil is part of a complete circuit, so the induced potential 

difference causes a current to flow around the circuit 
5. The changing size and direction of the induced current matches 

the vibrations of the coil 
6. The electrical signals generated match the pressure variations 

in the sound waves  



Practice 
 
A mains (230 volt) transformer has 11,500 turns on its 
primary coil and 600 turns on its secondary coil.  
Calculate the voltage obtained from the secondary coil.  
 

Transformers 
A transformer is a device that can change the potential differ-
ence or voltage of an alternating current: 
 a step-up transformer increases the voltage 
 a step-down transformer reduces the voltage 
 
Structure of a transformer 
A basic transformer is made from two coils of wire:  
 a primary coil from the alternating current (ac) input and a second-

ary coil leading to the ac output.  
 The coils are not electrically connected.  
 They are wound around an iron core.  
 This is easily magnetised and can carry magnetic fields from the 

primary coil to the secondary coil. 
 
When a transformer is work-
ing: 
1. A primary voltage drives 
an alternating current through 
the primary coil. 
2. The primary coil current 
produces a magnetic field, 
which changes as the current 
changes. 
3. The iron core increases 
the strength of the magnetic 
field. 
4. The magnetic field passes 
through (or cuts) the second-
ary coil. 
5. The changing magnetic 

field induces a changing potential difference in the secondary coil. 
6. The induced potential difference produces an alternating current in 

the external circuit. 

Transfer Equation (HIGHER) 
The ratio of potential differences on the transformer 
coils matches the ratio of the numbers of turns on the 
coils. 
This equation can be used to calculate what the output 
might be from a particular transformer, or to work out 
how to design a transformer to make a particular voltage 

change: 
 
This is when: 
 Vp is the potential difference in the primary (input) 

coil in volts (V) 
 Vs is the potential difference in the secondary 

(output) coil in volts (V) 
 Np is the number of turns on the primary coil 
 Ns is the number of turn on the secondary coil 
 
In a step-up transformer, Vs > Vp. In a step-down trans-
former, Vs < Vp. 



Explaining Energy Loss 
 
In the National Grid, long distance transmission cables 
use very high voltages, up to 400,000 V. The equation 
shows that for a given power transfer, the higher the 
voltage used, the lower the current needed. 

Using P = IV 

Heat energy wastage through electrical resistance is pro-
portional to the square of the current, as given by the 
equation .  

Using P = I2 R 

Reducing the current can create huge reductions in energy 
lost to the surroundings through resistance. 

To maximise these energy savings, cross-country trans-
mission lines use the highest possible voltage, limited only 
by the limit of the electrical insulating properties of air.  

Transformer Power Equation 
To calculate electrical power use the equation: 
 Power = current x potential difference  P = IV 
 
This is when: 
 power (P) is measured in watts (W) 
 potential difference (V) is measured in volts (V) 
 current (I) is measured in amperes – also referred to as amps – (A) 
 
Assuming that a transformer is 100% efficient, the following equation 
can be used to calculate the power output from the transformer: 
 
potential difference  × current in  = potential difference  × current in  
across primary coil       primary coil    across secondary coil    secondary 
                  coil 
 
         Vp x Ip  =  Vs x Is 

High Voltage Power Transmission 
The National Grid carries electricity around Britain. The 
higher the current in a cable, the greater the energy 
transferred to the surroundings by heating. 
This means that high currents waste more energy than low 
currents. 
 
To reduce energy transfers to the environment, the Na-
tional Grid uses step-up transformers to increase the 
voltage from power stations to thousands of volts, which 
lowers the current in the transmission cables. 
Step-down transformers are then used to decrease the 
voltage from the transmission cables, so it is safer to dis-
tribute to homes and factories. 


